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TATRAC 
Tissu Associatif et Transfert de Connaissances 

[Network of Associations and Knowledge Transfer] 
www.tatrac.tn  

 
Objectives: 
* To promote scientific research and its relevance to local or national needs 
* To better spread the achievement and results of scientific research, which could benefit the whole society 
* To simplify the innovation mechanism in the scientific field, making it more consistent with the ground 
needs of society, easing a reciprocal circulation of knowledge 
* To enhance the role of NGOs and civil society organizations (CSOs) in national innovation processes in 
Tunisia and Sicily 
 
Activities: 
* Identification and selection of relevant associations or CSOs, working in the field of scientific research 
enhancement 
* Capacity building addressed to the selected organisations based on: (1) awareness-raising on the benefits of 
transferring scientific knowledge, (2) training tools and methodologies to enhance the results of scientific 
research 
* Delivery of such a transfer towards relevant socio-economic stakeholders 
 

Follow the project IN ACTION 
Results: 
* TATRAC Knowledge transfer Guide (Guide de Transfert) 
*TATRAC at CESIE: Network of Associations and Knowledge Transfer 
* TATRAC: science for society – Awareness-raising seminars in Tunis 
* TATRAC: a bridge for innovation between Italy and Tunisia 
* TATRAC: Knowledge sharing between associations from Sicily and Tunisia(agriculture, environment, 
culture and arts, social work, education, health) 
* TATRAC, final seminar and exchange of experience among associations 
 
Partners: 
* Coordinator: Agence Nationale de Promotion de la Recherche (Tunisia) 
* Institut Supérieur des Beaux Arts de Nabeul (Tunisia) 
* Ecole Supérieure des Sciences Economiques et Commerciales (Tunisia) 
* Società di Gestone della Valle d'Ippari (Italy) 
* CESIE (Italy) 
*University of Catania - Industrial engineering department (Italy) 
* Institut Supérieur d'Histoire de la Tunisie Contemporaine (Tunisia) 
 

Date of project: 25/12/2013 – 30/06/2016 
 

Joint Managing Authority: Programme ENPI and Region of Sicily - Cross-border Cooperation Programme 
Italy-Tunisia 2007-2013 
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